Hobbs Express named a top transportation system

Hobbs Express, as one of five recognized Hobbs’ bus system, Hobbs Express named a top transportation system this year by the Federal Transit Administration.

"This is a huge accomplishment for Hobbs,” said Fletcher. “It is a huge accomplishment for the Hobbs’ transit system, which has been in operation since 1989. This is the first time Hobbs’ has won the award."

"It means a lot to the system and the employees,” Fletcher said. “It indicates the success to the commission and the community support.”

The bus system operates three standard routes Monday through Saturday 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. and ridership has been increasing each year, said Fletcher.

Fletcher said passenger growth has been an average of 14 percent per year since 2010.

The total project cost, Russell said, is about $900,000 linear foot, with $250 of that coming from state and federal funds, and the rest from local monies for design and replacement.

The total project cost, Russell said, is about $900,000 linear foot, with $250 of that coming from state and federal funds, and the rest from local monies for design and replacement.

"This is an extremely long construction timeline, but if approved tonight Andy Staples and a citizens’ advisory group to develop a plan to update and modernize the old course," said Fletcher.

The city plans to have the golf course open by the end of the month, Russell said.
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Me’e prank files federal lawsuit

Intel worker subjected to ‘Kick Me’ prank files federal lawsuit

**ALGONQUIN (AP) —** Intel workers secretly taped a "Kick Me" sign on the back of a co-worker as a prank, then kicked the confused man a number of times as employees at the Santa Rosa, Nev., plant laughed hysterically at the episode, according to a federal lawsuit.

The Intel employee, Harvey Palacio, said in the complaint recently filed in Albuquerque that once he suspected something was taped on his back during the August prank, he went to a senior staffer Randy Lehman to ask if something was there.

"Lehman said turn around and as Palacio did he saw and heard (another employee) yell out 'Don't do it, just do it'," the lawsuit said.

Lehman and has not forgotten about the victim. "He is truly sorry for any shame, sadness or pain the victim felt and his actions were never meant to cause that," Richards said in summery up comments on the case. "I am fortunate to work with a boss that has a vision for Ocitillo and we are going to see what we are going to look like 20-30 years from now."